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After the brutal suppression of an unarmed national uprising, which cost thousands of lives,
Rory MacLean seized the chance to visit Burma. Travelling from Rangoon to Mandalay and
Pagan, into the heart of the Golden Triangle, he heard stories of freedom fighters, government
censors, basket weavers, farmers and lovers -- ordinary people struggling to survive under one
of the most brutal and repressive regimes in the world. He met Aung San Suu Kyi, the most
courageous woman of our time and the embodiment of all Burma’s hope.On his journey
MacLean exposed the tragedy of a hundred betrayals, giving voice to those too frightened to
speak for themselves. In so doing he illuminated a nation of paradoxes woven together like a
basket: love and hate, faith and hopelessness, freedom and slavery, kindness and cruelty,
selflessness and greed. Under the Dragon is an important, perceptive, historical and
heartbreaking portrayal of Burma in the days before the recent reforms, a golden land that was
shot through with desperation and fear, but also – in even the darkest places -- with beauty and
courage.About the AuthorRory MacLean is one of Britain’s most expressive and adventurous
travel writers. His ten books, including UK best-sellers ‘Stalin’s Nose’ and ‘Under the Dragon’,
have challenged and invigorated creative non-fiction writing, and – according to the late John
Fowles – are among works that ‘marvellously explain why literature still lives’. He has won
awards from the Canada Council and the Arts Council of England as well as a Winston Churchill
Travelling Fellowship, and was nominated for the International IMPAC Dublin Literary prize. He
has worked on movies with Marlene Dietrich and David Bowie, and written and presented over
50 BBC radio programmes. A Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature, Rory divides his time
between London and Berlin.

“A work of great political commitment, powered above all by the authors’ outrage at the
injustices, brutalisation and mass violation of human rights that he witnessed in Burma. Yet for all
its pain, Under the Dragon is a beautiful book. It remains his masterpiece; and in the light of the
continuing tragedy in Burma is now more relevant than ever.” --William Dalrymple“I cannot
imagine a better book on the beauty and terror of Burma. Rory Maclean is more than a gifted
writer. He is a man whose artistry is underpinned by a powerful moral sensibility. Read it. Read it.
Read it.” --Fergal Keane, writer and broadcaster“Exceptional insight and sensitivity, beautifully
crafted and poignant… Maclean is a maverick among travel writers, his talent is multifaceted…
Until the Burmese are free to determine their own lives then the pages of this wonderful book are
as close as I will be getting to Burma.” --Sunday Times (UK)“Shines with an almost unbearable
poignancy...a beautiful insight into this unhappy land…a book which marvellously extends the
conventional confines of travel writing.” --The Times (UK)“It will make you cry and it will give you
hope. It travels through modern decayed Rangoon, into the hills with warlords of their tribes, to



the heart of government at its most sinister, and to the place where the best books go - inside
you. It is astonishingly good.” -- Jeanette Winterson, author and journalist“A triumphant
exploration of a country brutalised by dictatorship.” --Independent“I couldn’t put it down. It made
me cry.” – Guardian“After reading Under the Dragon, one can never again see Burma’s masses
as faceless hordes. Maclean shows Burma to be a country of repression and fear, but also one
of great individual kindness and passion.” -- Independent on Sunday“This is an important book,
and an essential book.” -- New Internationalist magazine “Maclean takes the reader to the root
of the problems of the country. [He] shows rather than tells his reader what it is like to live in
Burma. He does it with humour and honesty. He expresses his feelings of a cowed and crushed
people who can’t find words to express their sufferings.” -- Pascal Khoo-Thwe, Spectator “Easily
the travel book of the year…” – Wanderlust travel magazine “Such an extraordinary book… a
stunner.” -- Charles Foran, Far Eastern Economic Review “This is a timely, fluent, passionate
book about Burma which ought to be read by all who value the right of a courageous people to
their freedom.” -- John Pilger, journalist “A slim, beautifully written travel book.” -- Newman
Noggs, Daily Telegraph “Maclean gives an extraordinary sense of individual hopelessness and
radical disorientation under a system of organised absurdity mixed with terror that is
contemporary Burma.” -- John Casey, Evening Standard “More than a travel book, this is an
impassioned plea on behalf of a tragic nation… Beautifully written, with a powerful sense of
involvement.” -- Sunday Express “A sensitive portrayal of a people who must soon be allowed to
emerge from the brutal and senseless repression of decades. It should be widely read.” --
Michael Tillotson, Country Life “Immensely impressive.” -- John Boorman, Magill magazine--This
text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorRory MacLean's books, including best-
sellers Stalin's Nose and Under the Dragon, have challenged and invigorated travel writing, and
-- according to the late John Fowles -- are among works that 'marvellously explain why literature
still lives'. He has won the Yorkshire Post Best First Work prize and an Arts Council Writers'
Award, was twice shortlisted for the Thomas Cook/Daily Telegraph Travel Book Prize and was
nominated for the International IMPAC Dublin Literary award. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society
of Literature and a regular contributor to BBC Radio 3 and 4. Born and educated in Canada, he
lives with his family in Dorset.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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UNDER THE DRAGONA Journey through BurmaRory MacLeanPreface by William Dalrymple‘A
work of great political commitment, powered above all by the author’s outrage at the injustices,
brutalisation and mass violation of human rights that he witnessed in Burma. Yet for all its pain,
Under the Dragon is a beautiful book. It remains his masterpiece; and in the light of the
continuing tragedy in Burma is now more relevant than ever.’William Dalrymple‘I cannot imagine
a better book on the beauty and terror of Burma. Rory MacLean is more than a gifted writer. He
is a man whose artistry is underpinned by a powerful moral sensibility. Read it. Read it. Read
it.’Fergal Keane‘Shines with an almost unbearable poignancy … a beautiful insight into this
unhappy land … a book which marvellously extends the conventional confines of travel
writing.’Colin Thubron, The Times‘It will make you cry and it will give you hope. It travels through
modern decayed Rangoon, into the hills with warlords of their tribes, to the heart of government
at its most sinister, and to the place where the best books go – inside you. It is astonishingly
good.’Jeanette Winterson‘Exceptional insight and sensitivity, beautifully crafted and poignant….
MacLean is a maverick among travel writers, his talent is multifaceted…. Until the Burmese are
free to determine their own lives then the pages of this wonderful book are as close as I will be
getting to Burma.’Anthony Sattin, Sunday Times‘Easily the travel book of the year.’Wanderlust‘A
triumphant exploration of a country brutalised by dictatorship.’Independent‘I couldn’t put it down.
It made me cry.’Guardian‘Such an extraordinary book … a stunner.’Far Eastern Economic
Review‘MacLean takes the reader to the root of the problems of the country. [He] shows rather
than tells his reader what it is like to live in Burma. He does it with humour and honesty. He
expresses his feelings of a cowed and crushed people who can’t find words to express their
sufferings.’Pascal Khoo-Thwe, The Spectator‘This is a timely, fluent, passionate book about
Burma which ought to be read by all who value the right of a courageous people to their
freedom.’John Pilger‘MacLean gives an extraordinary sense of individual hopelessness and
radical disorientation under a system of organised absurdity mixed with terror that is
contemporary Burma.’John Casey, Evening Standard‘After reading Under the Dragon, one can
never again see Burma’s masses as faceless hordes. MacLean shows Burma to be a country of
repression and fear, but also one of great individual kindness and passion.’Independent on
Sunday‘This is an important book, and an essential book.’New Internationalist‘More than a travel
book, this is an impassioned plea on behalf of a tragic nation … Beautifully written, with a
powerful sense of involvement.’Sunday Express‘A sensitive portrayal of a people who must soon
be allowed to emerge from the brutal and senseless repression of decades. It should be widely
read.’Michael Tillotson, Country Life‘Immensely impressive.’John Boorman, MagillCONTENTSA
Note on NamingPreface by William Dalrymple1 - In Every Sense2 - Love in a Hot Climate3 - Ties
of the Heart4 - Unpicking the Weave5 - Heart Strings6 - Within, Without7 - The Long and
Winding Road8 - Bound to Love9 - Stitch and PairAcknowledgementsAbout the AuthorOther
books by Rory MacLeanA Note on NamingIn this book the names of all Burmese who I met were



changed – with one courageous exception. Circumstances and places were also altered. At the
time of writing this was a tragic necessity if real lives were to be protected. The girl with the
sensitive hands, Ma Swe with her radio, even the brothers who leaned forward to whisper to me,
‘And have you met the Lady?’ would have been punished if the authorities could have identified
them. These few, altered facts did not changed the essential truth: that the people of Burma
wished their horrific circumstances to be known, while their unelected leaders wanted the reality
to be hidden.In contrast, I did not change the name of the country. In 1989, in an attempt to
obscure their actions, the governing State Law and Order Restoration Council switched the
country’s official English name to Myanmar. Then, in late 1997, the SLORC transformed itself –
on the recommendation of its American public relations advisers -- into the State Peace and
Development Council. Because the Burmese people, who had scant say in the conduct of their
lives, were not consulted about either alteration, I have retained the original names.Today, more
than 15 years after the book’s first publication, Myanmar is making cautious moves toward an
open society. Elections have been held, political prisoners released and censorship eased. Yet
until democracy becomes truly entrenched, the anonymity of my confidants will be maintained.It
is also necessary to point out that there are no family names in Burma, nor first and second
names in the Western sense. Every name is a complete semantic unit. A man called Tin Oo, for
example, would never be addressed as Tin or Mr Oo. Forms of address vary depending on the
relative social position of the speaker and the listener. Tin Oo would be called Maung Tin Oo by
his mother Ko Tin Oo by his friends and U Tin Oo when spoken to formally or by subordinates.
The prefix used before a woman’s name is either Ma, which means sister and can be used at
any age, or the respectful Daw, which translates as aunt. Women do not change their names on
marriage.PrefaceLITERARY TRAVEL WRITING, usually associated with the drumbeat of
hooves across some distant steppe, seems at the moment to be echoing instead with the slow
tread of the undertaker’s muffled footfall. Within the last few years Patrick Leigh Fermor, Ryszard
Kapuscinski, Eric Newby, Norman Lewis and Wilfred Thesiger have followed Bruce Chatwin on
their last journey. Others – notably Jan Morris – have put down their pens or busied themselves
with a final bout of anthologising. At the same time, many of the most talented of the younger
generation have turned their pens in new directions: Philip Marsden and Amitav Ghosh to the
novel; Nick Crane and Sara Wheeler to biography; Anthony Sattin and Katie Hickman to social
history. There are few new stars coming up to replace the old guard: of those who have written
debut travel books within the last decade only Suketu Mehta, Rory Stewart, William Fiennes and
Jason Elliott can really be said to be of comparable quality to the departing masters.British travel
writing is now as commercially successful as it has ever been, but the books that are selling are
not literary, so much as frivolous mass-market ‘funnies’ – comedians pulling fridges through
Estonia and so on. Travel writing is still popular, then, but it is no longer the powerful literary force
it once was. Even some travel writers themselves have doubted the status of the travel book as a
serious work of literature. Paul Theroux whose Great Railway Bazaar (1975) helped kick-start
the travel writing boom of the 1980s, selling over 1.5 million copies in 20 languages, was one of



the first to express his dislike of the publishing leviathan he had helped create: ‘Fiction is the only
thing that interests me now,’ he told one interviewer. ‘The travel book as autobiography, as the
new form of the novel – it’s all bullshit. When people say that now I just laugh.’All of which makes
Rory MacLean an especially important figure. For MacLean is possibly the only major travel
writer of his generation who is still exclusively, and self-consciously, a literary writer about travel.
He is also, of course, one of the best around. From the opening pages of his 1992 debut, Stalin’s
Nose, with its pig falling from a tree and breaking his uncle’s neck, it was clear that here was a
deeply unusual new talent: one who, driven by his passionate love of travel, was serious about
his journeys and who was also a fine writer – engaging in his interests, observant, sensitive, an
amiable and interesting companion; but he was also unpredictable and experimental, brazenly
mixing fact and fiction, the darkly humorous and the grimly serious, the real and the surreal, and
all with an irrepressible, mischievous glee. MacLean is the contemporary travel writer who has
done most to explore the boundaries and demonstrate the continuing possibilities of the genre in
an age of globalisation and mass travel. Jonathan Raban once wrote: ‘Old travellers grumpily
complain that travel is now dead and that the world is a suburb. They are quite wrong. Lulled by
familiar resemblances between all the unimportant things, they miss the brute differences in
every - thing of importance.’ This is something MacLean has always known. Like Robert Byron,
Redmond O’Hanlon and Colin Thubron, he has shown that the travel book is potentially a vessel
into which a wonderfully varied and unexpected cocktail of ingredients can be poured: history,
philosophy, archaeology, ornithology, art, magic. In the right hands, an extraordinary range of
human enthusiasms and experiences can be explored within the frame of the literary travel
narrative.MacLean has also shown the degree to which you can cross-fertilise the genre with
other literary forms: political writing, biography, diaspora history. Perhaps more interesting still
he, like Chatwin and Kapuscinski before him, have muddied the boundaries of fiction and non-
fiction by crossing the travel book with some of the wilder forms of the novel. Like them, his work
is oddly unclassifiable, dwelling in a half-lit area between fact and fiction that Chatwin made
uniquely his own. Like them, he uses the techniques of the novel – developing characters,
selecting and tailoring his experience into a series of scenes and set pieces, arranging the
action so as to give the narrative shape and momentum – yet what was being written about is
fundamentally true, and the characters, unlike those in most novels, are closely modelled on
living originals, even when their identities have been changed or obscured for their own
protection.Yet while MacLean’s work is in many ways firmly within the canon of British travel
writing, he – a Canadian from Vancouver and Toronto – is personally a very un-English figure,
something that is immediately apparent from his writing. If the clean purity of the prose of Bruce
Chatwin or Colin Thubron’s derives in part from their personas as cool Anglo-Saxon observers,
pinning their characters to the page with the detachment of Victorian insect collectors,
MacLean’s virtues are very different. For all the surreal touches, MacLean is passionately
partisan and always wears his heart – and his strong moral sense – on his sleeve. Consistently in
his writing, he gets emotionally involved with his subject matter, and shows far more empathy



and compassion with those he encounters than most travel writers writing in the English
tradition. Nowhere is this more clear than in Under the Dragon, a work of great political
commitment, powered above all by the author’s outrage at the injustices, brutalisation and mass
violation of human rights that he witnessed in Burma. In his exploration of the almost Dickensian
downward trajectory of Ni Ni into child prostitution, or the arrest, imprisonment, breakdown and
heartbreak of Ma Swe, MacLean is more witness for the prosecution of the Generals of SLORC
than the impassive and neutral observer. He is aware of the beauty of Burma and its people, but
the warmth of Burmese hospitality and the seduction of a Burmese smile never leads him to
romanticise what he sees: this is above all a tale of the enslavement of a people, of forced
labour, oppression, exile, gang rapes, prostitution, censorship and bloody massacres.Yet for all
its pain, Under the Dragon is a beautiful book. MacLean has a remarkable ability to evoke place,
and to bring to life a whole world in a single unexpected image. The visual precision of the
writing, combined with its wit and pitch-perfect dialogue, its intriguingly fictionalised human
stories, its hatred of injustice, and its fierce passion for its subject, has given the work as much
emotional punch as any non-fiction book by a writer of MacLean’s generation. For many of us, it
remains his masterpiece; and in the light of Burma's cautious moves toward open society is now
an essential and moving record of those tragic years.William Dalrymple, New DelhiONEIn Every
SenseI CLOSED MY EYES and took a deep breath.Jasmine. She had wound a white string of
fresh blossoms into her hair and let it brush against the copper-brown nape of her neck. I
lowered my head and smelt anise. Its sweet scent stirred a memory of two lovers draped around
one another in hazy exhaustion. A decade before, beside Kandawgyi Lake I had seen them
reading the future in each other’s palms, then watched a sandal slip off the girl’s tanned foot to
reveal the pale brush of whiteness left by a thong.I took another breath, and the whiff of coffee
came back to me. The unhurried widow had drunk it through a straw, perching on a tiny stool,
balancing with tidy grace a brick’s height above the broken pavement. Her modest longyi was
tucked and folded around her limbs.I inhaled again, and the trapped aromas recalled the taste of
mohinga and caraway, a shock of fiery spices, the recollection of light morning laughter. In my
mind I heard the gurgle of wood-pigeons and listened to the rustle of palm leaves in the breeze. I
remembered water vendors’ plastic cups tap-tapping against their aluminium buckets like the
clip-clop of horses’ hooves. I summoned back the image of a mother rocking her naked infant to
sleep.Then I took a last, long breath. Now the musty bamboo weave exuded the feral reek of
fear. My nose filled with the stink of cordite. I pictured soldiers falling into rank to shoot nurses
outside Rangoon General Hospital. I heard bones breaking and women choking as their heads
were forced under Inya’s waters. I saw the rush of spray from fire-engine hoses clean away the
pools of blood.The memories scorched my senses. I jerked my head away from the old basket.
Outside the cold winter rain beat on grimy windows and the sounds of London rose up to return
me to the neon-lit storeroom.My first encounter with Burma had happened by mistake. It was ten
years since a long flight from Heathrow had dumped me, exhausted and disorientated, in the
soulless chaos of Bangkok airport. I had rushed headlong and bleary-eyed to make a tight



connection to Hong Kong and managed to find the departure gate with only minutes to spare. I
was the last passenger to board the aircraft. The doors closed. The engines started. I slumped
into my seat and promptly fell asleep. Fifty minutes later I awoke not at modern Kai Tak, with
electrum skyscrapers gleaming across Hong Kong Harbour, but to the sight of a young woman
squatting at the edge of the runway breaking stones by hand. A shirtless, limping man pulled a
single baggage cart past a scruffy terminal building. The dilapidated sign behind them read ‘We
come R goon’. The missing wooden letters lay where they had fallen in the dust. I had caught the
wrong aircraft, and couldn’t get a flight out of Rangoon for a week.I have no family link with
Burma. No distant relative ever toured the country. I was not weaned on reminiscences of tea
plantations or colonial stories about cheeky, teak-skinned elephant boys. But for ten years the
memory of that chance visit haunted me. In those seven days the Burmese cast a spell over me,
winding themselves into my heart, and leaving behind an ache, a gnawing hunger. A few
remarkable women and men dropped into my life. All of them – once away from the ubiquitous
police informers – cast aside their gentle, reserved natures to share their stories with me. Time
did not loosen or unravel the ties of emotion. Instead they had continued to grip me, as did the
untiring, heroic example of Aung San Suu Kyi, leader of the democratic opposition and a
prisoner of conscience for much of the last decade. The obsession led me to question why a
distant country with which I had no connection had so affected me. It made me wonder what
kindnesses hold us, cruelties enslave us, love devotes us to a person, people or place. To me
Burma was a paradox, a land of selfless generosity and sinister greed stitched together by love
and fear. Its people persevered while accepting life’s impermanence, its rulers deified their
former leader yet imprisoned his daughter. To try to understand it, I resolved to go back to the
country.I began my return journey by sniffing at a basket in east London. That morning Katrin
and I had chased the number 22 bus from the Museum of Mankind, through a gusty January
downpour, along Piccadilly. At Swallow Street our umbrella had torn, shredding itself into a
tangle of wild tendrils, and a black cab had lifted a gush of water over our legs. The bus had
paused at the lights and we scrambled on board, collapsing into a heap of dripping clothing and
damp notes.Our destination lay at the end of its route. Lurking on a forgotten corner of an oily
East End street, the brick warehouse appeared as unremarkable as its neighbours. Its
innocuous nameplate, BM Enterprises, suggested that it housed a firm of fabric importers or
motor-part merchants. No hint was given of the building’s true contents. Stacked within, on metal
shelves and in boxes, many of them unopened for decades, were not bolts of Chinese cotton or
job lots of brake pads, but the treasures of the British Museum’s ethnographic collection. For
over four centuries British travellers had returned home from Zululand, Bora Bora and the
headwaters of the Saskatchewan with sea chests and steamer trunks filled with indigenous
artefacts. At first the prizes had adorned the rectories of Gloucestershire and the mantelpieces
of Belgravia. But in time their novelty had worn off. Their owners had died or grown tired of
dusting the fiddly objects, and the spoils of Empire had found their way to the Museum. There, in
the hidden corner of Dalston off the Kingsland Road, African death masks were stored



alongside Micronesian penis shields, quivers of Eskimo sealing spears poked at Aboriginal
didgeridoos and birch-bark canoes moored beside Burmese baskets.In the neon-lit storeroom
we almost overlooked Item 1950. As 3.2.5. Among many conspicuous treasures, it seemed to
offer little of interest. The listing in the catalogue stated simply, ‘Basket with lid; as women use for
market.’ It had been donated to the museum by the widow of a British civil servant. She had
probably found it while cleaning out the attic. But instead of turning the page to the rattan cricket
cages and hunter’s powder horn pouch inset with beetle wings, I hesitated over the entry. The
name of the civil servant had caught my eye. It suggested that this basket might be something
out of the ordinary.James George Scott was a bearish man with eyes full of laughter. I have a
photograph of him, unshaven, unkempt, smiling outside a canvas tent on the road to Kengtung.
In a camera’s shutter-snap his whole life seems to be encapsulated, an enthusiastic adventurer
ready to toss aside his pith helmet, roll up his sleeves and get down to the business of empire-
building. He lived in Burma for more than thirty years in the late nineteenth century, serving as
Frontier Officer, helping to map the Siamese border and receiving a knighthood for his
contribution to the establishment of British rule in the Shan States. Yet his enduring legacy is not
as a distinguished superintendent, aloof and busy with colonial administration, but rather in his
books. Scott is probably the only Western writer to have captured the spirit of Burmese society.
In his best-known book, The Burman: His Life and Notions, he wrote with insight, without
condescension or romanticism, at a time when the country’s old ways were changing for ever.
His work recorded the life and beliefs of a vanishing age: will a Sunday-born man marry well a
woman born on a Wednesday? To bring luck, should a house be built on male, female or neuter
foundation posts? He asked if a nation which has a voluminous history, almost all of which is
pure romance, can be happy. It seemed unlikely that after spending three decades away from
Britain this erudite observer would bother to bring home anything mundane.Katrin waited with
me while Scott’s basket was brought down from the shelves. We had been married for four years
and, much to the despair of her parents, remained of no fixed abode. Her mother tried her best
to tempt us into home ownership, clipping out property ads from the local paper and promising
us enticing pieces of good furniture. Her father counselled me on rising property values. But
instead of being sensible and investing in bricks-and-mortar we chose to look after the houses of
absent friends, straining our over-laden Escort estate over the Alps, around the Brecon Beacons
or into the Highlands every six months or so. We had no jobs to tie us to offices, no children
needing to be dropped off at school. Our possessions were scattered from Tooting to Toronto.
Our responsibility was only to ourselves, and our families and friends. The travelling life suited
us, even if most of our wedding presents remained wrapped up and my papers were in a state of
permanent disarray, for it gave us the luxury of time together. We both worked from home, or at
least from the place where our suitcases fell open. My pad of paper balanced on my lap, while
on hers Katrin wove dyed cane. I snapped pencil leads as she snipped the tips of her withies.
She wielded seccateurs where I tried to cut adverbs. At the end of a good day I might have a
single black-and-white typed sheet. Katrin would have produced two or three shapely objects of



splendid texture and tone. She was happiest in a world of form and colour. She was a basket-
maker.When Scott’s treasure was set on the table Katrin was not disappointed. I was delighted.
It was shaped like a woman’s torso, a full firm chest tapering down to an elegant waist, and my
first instinct was to take it into my arms. The basket’s busty body was crafted in split bamboo, its
dignified posture moulded with gentle curves. Its plaited skin was patterned with precision and
the narrow, shaped elements woven into a collar by sensitive hands.I removed its fitted lid and
smelt jasmine and anise, remembered coffee served with lime and the shock of fiery spices. I
imagined Scott seeing the basket a century before, swinging by its once-green carrying strap
from a young woman’s shoulder, resting against her hip, being filled with tender-stew-leaves and
fragrant sticky rice. It was feminine and graceful, small-boned and beautiful.Basketry was
probably man’s earliest invention. Pottery came later, when woven vessels were lined with clay
as protection from cooking coals and hot food. The craft links us to our beginnings and confirms
our longing for organisation. In gathering and carrying, trapping or storing, our practical nature
has always sought to contain, to try to order life’s chaotic tumble of events. A basket weaves
together disordered strands to create a new form, becoming a vessel that guards against
disarray and uncertainty. A lover’s embrace fulfils the same longing for completeness. Limbs
entwine like a basket-maker’s fronds. Man is stitched to woman, neighbour to neighbourhood,
citizen to country, our lives becoming the interlocking strands that together contain and are
contained. The individual elements are plaited over and under, twisted and lashed to form a
border, making receptacles to enclose a measure of rice, a young family or a whole nation. But
the ties that bind also separate. A lover’s caress and the bonding of peoples both enfold and
exclude. A basket is separated from all but itself. And any weave, if uneven, will exert a pressure
that in time frays the edges, unravels the lacing and loosens the bands until the basket comes
undone and chaos is restored.‘It’s beautiful,’ said Katrin, admiring the craftsmanship with a
professional eye. ‘And so elaborate. But how would it ever carry a day’s shopping?’The basket
did seem too small for a trip to the market, but my need for it wasn’t domestic. ‘I want one,’ I told
her.‘It’s probably a hundred years old,’ she said, her realism trying to keep in check my more
excessive fancies. ‘And the design will have changed. No one will have the time to do detailed
work like this any more. We don’t even know where Scott found it.’I looked at the museum’s label.
It revealed no details of the place of origin. There was no clue either as to the identity of its
makers. Although Scott had spent most of his days in the north of Burma, he had travelled so
widely that it could have been discovered in any corner of the country.‘The design may not have
changed,’ I said, my optimism getting the better of me. I hoped that Burma’s isolation might have
protected its traditions from the worst effects of consumerism’s advance.Burma had been a
kingdom – or at least a succession of alternately glorious and anarchic monarchies – for a
thousand years, until the British annexed the country in 1885 and placed it under the Raj. After
the Second World War it had enjoyed a brief period of independence and democracy before
falling under a repressive military government in 1962. For more than twenty-five years its
borders were sealed and its people isolated in a kind of world apart, as the new regime tried to



eliminate its opponents and waged a barbaric civil war against ethnic minorities. Then in 1988,
the year after my accidental visit, the dictators had put down a popular uprising by killing more
than five thousand people. The leaders of the democratic movement who had survived were
arrested. But with the temporary release of Aung San Suu Kyi in 1995, the generals had seemed
to turn over a new leaf. At least, they were anxious to promote the impression of wanting their
country to be united by a force other than fear.‘It’s certainly a working basket,’ said Katrin,
considering its elaborate corners. ‘Decoration would have depended on the availability of
materials and the plentifulness of food. This would have been made in a good year.’‘So these
could still be in use today,’ I persisted. ‘Look, this has to be a functional feature,’ I added, pointing
out the inner shell of broad plaited bamboo that protected the outer body’s delicate weave.We
considered the statuesque form, the labour of a gifted, anonymous maker. Katrin had a refined
sense of adventure, the courage of curiosity tempered by the desire for a long, fruitful life. She
knew that a family couldn’t be raised in the back of a Ford Escort but, until that time came, she
was eager to travel. She also sensed that the basket provided the strand that I needed to
follow.‘It’s a big country,’ Katrin said. Burma is larger than France. ‘Where would we start?’I took
another long sniff of the basket. Again its pungent aromas carried me half a world away. I smelt
durian and jack-fruit, tasted sweet milky tea, saw boy soldiers in sneaker boots toy with their
rifles. Pagoda bells tinkled in my memory and I remembered the warmth of a friend’s hand. In all
my travels no country had touched me so unexpectedly. It seemed to me that the search for a
basket like Scott’s would really be an attempt to understand the forces that weave people
together. I wanted to try to fathom the needs and fancies, mysteries and curiosities that move the
heart. I also needed to see if the Burmese had remained good-natured and quiescent through
the last decade of brutal political suppression.For me only a subjective view enables us to begin
to understand – and empathise with – an unfamiliar people and place. So to record the true
events I had to go to Burma, in spite of pressure discouraging visitors to the country. The evil
unleashed by the country’s unelected rulers had to be assessed and articulated. I knew that the
journey could be dangerous, and not just for us. The political reality would oblige me to conceal
the identities of people about whom I would write. To protect their lives, and to tell the truth, I
would have to weave a necessary fiction.‘We’ll start at the beginning,’ I answered Katrin. ‘In
Rangoon.’TWOLove in a Hot ClimateIN FRONT, BEHIND. In front, behind. She recalled his
hands, so large that they had held her as a nest holds a bird. In front, behind. She felt his touch,
his lips on her neck and thigh against hip, and let her head roll back in surrender. The gesture
had excited him, making her laugh like the bulbuls that hid in the green groves of peepul trees.
She felt foolish, always laughing at the wrong time. In front, behind. He had cupped her, clutched
her, then found her again. Twist into upright. His urgency had scared her yet still she traced an
ear and knotted a finger into a thick curl of fair hair. She felt the white heat blaze out of him. His
broad limbs wrapped her to him, pulled her body hard onto his own. In front, behind. Leave the
end. Lay in a new strand. He rose inside her, so deep that she thought she might burst, weaving
himself into her flesh, coming with a sudden violence that made her want to cry out loud. In front,



and behind the next stake. He fell silent, was unable to move, yet held her with no less intensity,
his pale skin folding around her own burnished brown. Through the fevered February afternoons
it had been that single moment of stillness which had touched her, knitting their fingers together
as she now wove her baskets, her small copper hand contained within his palm. In front, behind.
She had believed herself to be safe in his arms, as secure as she had felt with her father. The
two men of her life – her lover and her father – had protected her. Now both were gone. Ni Ni
finished the weave, working the bamboo in pairs, picking up the right-hand stake as she moved
around the border, and tried to remember; was that what it meant to love the right way?It had
begun with theft, and ended in ruin.Ni Ni had grown up alone with her father in two small rooms
that opened onto leafy Prome Road. She was an only child because her mother, who had never
loved her husband properly, had run off with the refrigeration manager of the Diamond Ice
Factory. The manager’s cold demeanour had made Ni Ni and the other children shiver. It was his
icy feet, they had whispered, which cooled the bottles of Lemon Sparkling and Vimto which no
one could afford. But he had been a bolder man than Ni Ni’s father, with better prospects. He
had also come home at night to sleep, an important consideration for any young wife. The
desertion had condemned her father to an existence on the periphery of life, for it had left him
not tied to any woman’s heart. Yet he continued to try to provide for his daughter. She may have
worn longyis of plain cotton, not Mandalay silk, and sometimes found no ngapi fish paste on the
table, but they seldom went hungry. Ni Ni wanted for nothing, except perhaps for less sensitive
hands.Ni Ni ran a small beauty stall from their second room selling lotions, balms and tayaw
shampoo. Her hands had earned her a reputation for preparing the township’s finest thanakha,
the mildly astringent paste used by Burmese women as combination cosmetic, conditioner and
sunscreen. She would have preferred to go to school – pupils at Dagon State High School No. 1
wore a smart uniform with a badge on the pocket – but her father didn’t make enough money to
pay for the books, let alone the desk and teaching levy. So instead she helped to earn their living
by laying her fingertips on her customers’ cheeks. She leaned forward, willing from them
confessions and complaints, then prescribed the ideal consistency of thanakha. Her sensitive
touch could also advise them on a change of diet, even tell if they had eaten meat or made love
last night. In a tea shop she could pick up a coffee cup and know if it had last been held by a
man or a woman. Sometimes though the sensations became too painful and she could not bare
even the lightest touch. The breath of air from a falling feather might send shivers to the ends of
her fingers. A cooking fire’s warmth would scald her. She dropped things. Then she would
withdraw, her young laughter disguising adult tears, and wish away her paper-thin skin. She
longed to have hard hands like her father.Every evening Ni Ni’s father rode his battered Triumph
bicycle into the fiery Rangoon dusk. He worked nights in a central hotel for foreigners near the
Sule Pagoda, massaging tired tourist bodies. The hotel collected his fee, paying him only a small
retainer, but he was allowed to keep his tips. So sometimes at dawn Ni Ni awoke to the vision of
a ten-franc coin, an American Quarter or a pound note, tokens that her father had been given
during the night. Over breakfast mohinga he told her about the faraway places from where the



money had come, not with resentment for those who could afford to travel or with a craving to
see other countries himself, but out of simple curiosity.‘They are all yours,’ he told her with pride,
‘so when you marry you can be free to love your husband in the right way.’‘I will always stay here
with you,’ she assured him in childish devotion, then cheered away poverty’s imprisonment. ‘The
right way is just to care for each other.’The notes and coins were tucked into the matted walls
and Ni Ni’s father curled up beneath them, their sleeping room not being long enough for him to
lie out straight. She and her father owned the two rooms and two thin-byu sleeping mats, a rice
pot and betel box, her beauty stall and the bicycle. In a world so large they were content with
their peaceful corner of it. Desire did not blind them, like the pickpocket who sees only the
monk’s pockets.Ni Ni was thirteen years old when the bicycle vanished. Her father had left it
leaning against the gate for no more than a minute. He had woken her with a crisp hundred-yen
bill and returned to find his cycle gone. None of the neighbours had caught sight of the thief, not
their friend Law San who owned the Chinese noodle stall or even the hawk-eyed gossip May
May Gyi. Only Ko Aye, who ran a makeshift barber shop under the banyan tree, claimed to have
seen an unfamiliar khaki lorry pass by, although nobody paid much attention to his observations.
He had lost an eye back in 1962, and for more than twenty-five years had confused running
children with pariah dogs, earlobes with tufts of knotted hair.All that morning and half the hot
afternoon Ni Ni watched her father standing beside the Prome Road looking left and right then
left again. He glared at every cyclist who clattered past him. His suspicions were aroused by any
newly painted machine. He chased after a man who had turned to ride off in the opposite
direction. Ni Ni had been taught that the human abode meant trial and trouble. She understood
that the theft, though unfortunate, was not a tragedy. Yet the disappearance of the bicycle made
her fingertips tingle, as if she could feel her father’s Triumph being ridden far away.The bicycle is
man’s purest invention, an ingenious arrangement of metal and rubber that liberates the body
from the dusty plod to ride on a cushion of air, at speed or with leisure, stopping on a whim,
travelling for free. Its design is simple and its maintenance inexpensive. Yet for all its ease and
economy, the bicycle possesses a greater quality. It offers the possibility of escape.Without his
Triumph, Ni Ni’s father had to walk to work. He could not afford the bus fare, and needed to leave
home two hours earlier to reach the hotel. At the end of his shift he returned long after Ni Ni had
risen, ground the day’s supply of thanakha and opened the shop. Foreign coins no longer jingled
in his purse. Tourists grew dissatisfied with his tired hands. Instead of sharing the world with his
daughter he slumped, weary and grey, onto his sleeping mat. Ni Ni stroked his brow but the
noises of the day – the droning of doves, the throaty hawk of Law San, the call of boiled-bean
vendors – began to disturb his sleep. He tossed and turned through the long afternoons. She
traded her favourite silver dollar for a small chicken from May May Gyi, but not even aromatic
hkauk-hswe served in coconut milk could lift his spirits.Some ten days after the theft Law San
scuttled across the street from his stall. His abrupt, sideways walk reminded Ni Ni of a yellow-
toned crab. When she was smaller she had believed that Law San cut up his vermicelli with his
pincer-like hands.‘Akogyi,’ he jittered, addressing the older man with respect, ‘are you awake?’



No voice replied from the dark room, so he added, ‘I have found your bicycle.’‘Where?’ cried Ni
Ni’s father, sitting up in the shadows. Ni Ni hurried in from the shop and, in her excitement,
dropped a jar of shampoo.‘You remember my cousin who owns the bicycle repair shop in
Mingaladon, off Highway No. 1?’ said Law San, jerking down onto his haunches. ‘I asked him to
keep an eye open for your bike. It is a particularly uncommon model, after all.’‘Mingaladon is
miles away,’ said Ni Ni, scooping the coconut liquid back into the jar. ‘No one would ride it that
far.’‘That’s right,’ moaned her father, slumping back against the wall and cracking his knuckles. ‘It
would never turn up there.’ He then added, ‘Ni Ni, please make a cup of coffee for our guest.’She
calculated the amount of coffee powder remaining in the jar. ‘Please excuse me, but we have no
limes,’ she told them. May May Gyi could have lent her one but she did not want to be sent
away.‘Not for me, no thank you,’ Ko Law San replied, shaking a knobbly claw. He was too
agitated to idle over refreshments. ‘It is a long way away, but that’s the remarkable thing. Only
yesterday a stranger brought into my cousin’s shop a machine exactly matching yours. He
proceeded with caution at first, asking only a few questions, so as not to arouse suspicion, you
understand.’‘And what of it?’‘Well, it turned out to be your bike,’ grinned Law San, jumping up
onto his feet. ‘And I’m pleased to inform you that my cousin has completed all the arrangements.
It is yours again.’‘He’s really found it?’ Ni Ni asked.‘I don’t understand,’ said her father, his
optimism tempered by doubt. ‘Did the thief just hand it over?’‘I do not know the specific details,
my friend.’‘And what do you mean by “arrangements”? Did your cousin buy it back?’‘I cannot tell
you that either,’ answered Law San, disappointed that his good news should be greeted by wary
questions. ‘I know only that you are free to recover your bicycle tomorrow.’The following morning
Ni Ni did not open the shop. Instead she met her father on the main road after he had finished
work. Together they caught a line-bus to the northern suburbs. The small pick-up’s roof was
stacked with caged ducklings and its open flat back crammed full of traders heading to the
Highway Bus Centre. Ni Ni managed to squeeze onto the bench between a monk and a
conscript. The muzzle of the soldier’s rifle rubbed against the acne scars on his face. Her father
rode on the tailgate.The streets of Mingaladon are more pleasant than those of Rangoon’s other
townships. The tree-lined avenues seem to suffer from fewer potholes. Its houses are in good
condition and their gardens better maintained. Even the bicycle repair shop, which sat off a lane
behind the Defence Services General Hospital, flaunted an unusual affluence.Ni Ni spotted Law
San’s cousin squatting on the front step, a dismantled bicycle between his legs. Her father
introduced themselves, but the man did not invite them into his house, despite their long journey,
nor did he meet their eyes. ‘I am sorry, but your machine is no longer here,’ he said, unwilling to
look up from a broken gear-changer. He gestured towards a long dark row of spiny acacias. ‘It is
there, over the road in the military compound.’ Beyond the shrubs, behind the barbed wire,
against the wall of a barracks, stood the green Triumph.Ni Ni had been wary of the army since
the year two soldiers had tricked a neighbour’s daughter. The corporal had addressed his friend
as ‘Major’, and the simple, trusting girl had believed the men to be officers. She had responded
to his advances and, after the marriage, discovered that her major was an ordinary soldier.



When his unit was transferred away from Rangoon he had left her with a child. The incident
never failed to make Ni Ni laugh. In fact it was when confronting misfortune that her laugher
came most easily. She had sniggered when first meeting the ice factory manager, even though
he had torn apart her family, and thereafter giggled to drive away her father’s loneliness. Her
humour helped her to rise above disappointment and to act with care, for every act had
consequences for the soul’s future. But standing in the shade of a palm tree near the
compound’s gatehouse she suppressed the urge even to smile. She knew that her father would
never have brought her with him had he known about the involvement of the Tatmadaw. The
Burmese army, once a respected and responsible force, had become the country’s corrupt ruling
class. ‘I am staying with you,’ she insisted when he tried to send her home. Her concern for his
safety was as great as his for hers.The warrant officer was not in his office, and a sentry directed
them along Khayebin Road to the Tatmadaw Golf Club. They were kept waiting outside in the
midday sun until he had finished his round. Two Mercedes limousines came and went. When the
officer appeared Ni Ni’s father bowed, addressed him as Saya, teacher, and beseeched him to
return to the compound. The young man was irritable. He had been looking forward to lunch and
at first feigned indifference to such a minor matter as a stolen bicycle. But he relented, then, on
the drive back to the compound, began to rant about the need to uplift the morality of the nation.
Ni Ni couldn’t understand the relevance of a lecture on personal sacrifice.‘Forgive me, Saya,’ her
father pleaded when they reached his office. ‘I am an ill-educated man, but at what are you
aiming? Please tell me openly.’‘I am telling you that the thief sold your bicycle to the repair shop,
then ran away,’ snapped the officer. ‘And that if you wish it to be returned, then you must repay
the hundred kyat.’ At the time a hundred kyat was the equivalent of two months’ rent.
‘Furthermore I am willing, in the cause of good civic relations, to accept the money on his
behalf.’‘Saya, are you saying that I must buy back my own bicycle?’ Ni Ni was surprised to hear
disapproval in her father’s voice. He tended to acquiesce in the face of difficulties. ‘That does not
seem to be the right way.’‘Younger brother, I am trying to help you to find the best way,’ said the
officer. Ni Ni wanted to hide her tingling fingers in her lap, but they had not been invited to sit
down. ‘If you refuse, then the bicycle must be sent to the police and a case will be opened. As
you know, it will be kept in their care as evidence.’Ni Ni knew that once it was in their hands, the
police would use the bicycle as their own. They would replace its good tyres with old punctured
ones, strip the gears and maybe even steal its Flying Pigeon bell. To expedite the case her father
would need to make frequent visits to the police station, bringing presents for the detectives on
each occasion. His time and money would be wasted. In the end it would cost as much as three
hundred kyat to reclaim his bicycle by legal means. The officer knew this too.‘I am afraid that I do
not have a hundred kyat today, Saya.’‘Of course; it would be foolish to travel with such an
amount.’The warrant officer scribbled a few words on a leaf torn from an old diary. ‘Please sign
this paper here.’Ni Ni helped her father to read the handwritten promissory note. He asked her to
repeat its words to him twice. ‘But Saya, there is no mention of the bicycle here.’‘That is not
necessary. This paper says simply that the repairman has loaned you one hundred kyat and that



you will pay him back – by way of myself – at the end of the week. When you return with the
money, you may have the bicycle.’‘The law comes out from their mouth, not from the book,’ Law
San said later that day. He had loaned the money to Ni Ni’s father, aware that there was little
prospect of repayment in this life. He hoped that the act might perhaps gain him merit in the next
one.‘We do not own our home, our children, even our possessions,’ hissed Ni Ni’s father, making
light of a Buddhist precept. ‘They are only given to us for a short time, or until they fall into the
grasp of the Tatmadaw.’ He and Law San had learned that the thief from whom the cousin had
bought the machine had been a soldier. The warrant officer had become involved not to right a
wrong, but because he had not wanted the soldier alone to profit from the robbery. He had
seized the bicycle so as to get his own cut.‘Malok, mashok, mapyok,’ Law San sighed. ‘Don’t do
anything, don’t get involved, don’t make yourself trouble. That’s what I advise, Akogyi.’ In the end
both he and his cousin had lost a hundred kyat. ‘Let’s get back to work.’Later Ni Ni tried to
comfort her father, asking him about massage oils and encouraging him to teach her his
techniques. Although it stung her hands she massaged his shoulders, chatting to him about her
dowry of coins, but his thoughts drifted away from the Prome Road. The soldiers’ crime had
kindled his discontent.It was towards the end of that summer that Ni Ni’s father lost his job. He
was accused of discussing politics with foreigners, an allegation invented by a younger masseur
who coveted his post. The hotel manager dismissed him without a hearing. It was better to sack
a man than to risk trouble with the authorities. The irony was that Ni Ni’s father, while kneading
bronzed Swedish backs and easing tired Thai muscles, had indeed been criticising the
regime.In the spring of 1988 Burma’s military government had suppressed a small
demonstration with bestial brutality. Peaceful protestors were beaten and driven into Rangoon’s
Inya Lake to drown. The Lon Htein riot police stormed the university and arrested truckloads of
students. In prison men were tortured and women gang-raped. Forty-one students suffocated to
death in a police van. The official inquiry found that only two protesters had died, further
incensing public opinion. A curfew intended to control the students misfired. Stall-keepers were
prevented from reaching the markets. Food became scarce. A pyi of rice tripled in price over the
summer. The daily wage of a manual worker remained fixed at 6.50 kyat. People could no longer
afford to eat.The resignation that July of General Ne Win, the despot who had wielded absolute
power for twenty-six terrible years, came as a complete surprise to the nation. The Burmese had
as a rule accepted both misfortune and bad government with stoicism. Suddenly it seemed that
they could unravel themselves from the economic decline and arbitrary cruelty. There could be
an end to the reign of terror. A general strike was called in the hope of dislodging the rest of the
military government. On 8 August – the auspicious 8.8.88 – a million hungry, hopeful people took
to the streets without fear, with only elation in their hearts. Ni Ni’s father walked among them,
pushing his bicycle.On the day of the strike Ni Ni was told to stay at the shop, not that there was
anyone to buy her lotions, as even loquacious May May Gyi had joined the marchers. Ko Aye sat
with her for an hour, few people needing one-eyed haircuts either, and told her of the importance
of the strike. His enthusiasm made her feel foolish. She had asked to go with her father, but he



would not listen. They had argued for the first time, just as he and her mother used to argue, and
her fingers had quivered. Ni Ni wondered if her mother and the cool ice factory manager had
joined the demonstration.She ate a little rice at midday and tried to nap through the hot
afternoon. But sleep would not come, and so, unnoticed by Ko Aye, she stole away into the town.
She hoped to catch sight of her father, though not of course to be seen by him, but in the central
Maha Bandoola Park there were too many people. They poured in from all directions, cheering,
clapping, marching in their thousands towards the city hall. Dockworkers walked alongside
tailors, air force pilots joined hands with housewives. Students formed human chains around
groups of soldiers, protecting them from the marchers, shouting, ‘The People’s Army is our
army!’ Three columns of monks carried their alms bowls upside down, to show that the whole
nation was on strike. Ni Ni walked behind them, alongside pupils from Dagon State High School
No. 1, her right fist raised too, calling ‘Do aye!’ – our cause – and watching out for her father.‘You
have never seen anything like it,’ rattled Law San in the early evening. He had returned home
soon after her, so excited by the unprecedented events that he cooked up a steaming cauldron
of Shan hkauk-hswe and passed around free bowls of the noodles. Her father had not been with
him.‘We walked at the head of the Prome Road demonstrators. Your father carried the portrait of
Aung San on his handlebars.’ Aung San was the national hero who led the struggle for
independence from British colonial rule and from the Japanese occupation in the 1940s. ‘There
were township banners from Yankin, Bahan, North and South Okkalapa, everywhere.’Student
leaders had made spontaneous speeches beneath the Sule Pagoda, their banners calling for
democracy, for an end to one-party rule and for freedom for political prisoners. In the late
afternoon the Rangoon district commander had appeared on the portico of the city hall. He had
ordered the people to disperse, threatening that otherwise his troops would open fire.‘But there
were too many of us. The crowd just grew and grew,’ thrilled Law San. He could not contain his
amazement. ‘We chanted, “This is a peaceful demonstration. No provocations,” and General
Myo Nyunt went away. He just went away.’ People found the courage to take hold of their destiny.
‘Then a young man unbuttoned his shirt and addressed the troops. “Shoot me if you dare!” he
said. I tell you, Burmese soldiers will not shoot Burmese civilians. The government will cave in. It
will collapse tonight.’‘And my father?’ Ni Ni asked. “Is he all right?’‘All right? Of course he’s all
right.’Ni Ni laughed, both out of nervousness and relief. ‘Then why didn’t he come back with
you?’‘Because he couldn’t tear himself away, Ni Ni. And I understand him. I understand him well.
This is a lucky day in our history. He will be home later. Have another bowl of noodles.’But Ni Ni’s
father didn’t return, not that night or the next day. Instead terrified neighbours stumbled up the
Prome Road, their longyis stained with blood. In hushed, hurried tones they recounted the horror
of the massacre. Not long before midnight, army trucks loaded with troops had roared out from
behind the city hall. Armoured cars had driven into the heart of the crowd. Soldiers had stepped
down from their vehicles, taken up position and opened fire. Machine guns had cut savage
swathes through the mass of unarmed civilians. Hundreds had fallen as they ran to escape.
Monks who stood their ground had been bayoneted. School children had been beaten. A



scattering of lost sandals had littered the gory pavement around Bandoola Park.Ni Ni stopped
every passer-by outside the house, asking if they had seen a man pushing a bicycle – ‘A green
bicycle, with a Flying Pigeon bell.’ But they simply shook their heads or hurried past her without a
word, or fell into trembling as they tried to speak. No one had seen her father. She retreated into
her room, her hands tucked up into her armpits. She curled up on her mat, unable to move, to
touch or be touched. She tried to remind herself of the Buddha’s saying, that anger can be held
with a heart of kindness, but when May May Gyi visited in the late afternoon Ni Ni cried out in
pain as she tried to take her hand.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Beautifully written and informative. Under the Dragon gives an almost
intimate account of a trip through Burma/Myanmar in a quest to find a certain type of basket. I
used it while travelling there for both the atmosphere and the information in the book. Rory
Maclean uses his characters as examples of the fate of many ordinary Burmese and it was both
touching and enlightening to read. I ended up buying a basket myself, perhaps the same type,
but most of all I enjoyed reading it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Burmese History Through the Eyes of those Living It. This book taught
me more than I could dream it would. The writing, especially the character development, is on
power with Hemingway. It is much more than a travel book, and it is a must read for anyone who
hopes to understand today's Burma. Rory MacLean deserves a Nobel Prize for Literature this
tom.”

jim goodland, “Nicely done on depth view of Myanmar. Provided a more in depth view of the
events that shaped the current situation in Myanmar, helped me understand the various ethnic
groups and there role on its history.”

Kathy S, “Important to read a perspective of modern history.. Having just returned from three
weeks in Myanmar it was very interesting to read this perspective on the history of an interesting
country. The people there are still very warm and inviting. They have suffered many injustices
and welcome tourists!!”

laura palmucci, “especially for women. Half way between a novel and a travel diary, it tells the
story of the search for a special basket through different regions of Myanmar. The travel is the
occasion to unravel the stories of some Myanmar women, and to tell us how they coped in spite
of hardships and discrimination.”

Ebook LibraryJ, Reader, “Bless Myanmar and its people. Riveting story that weaves the history
of Burma through the centuries as experienced in the daily lives of many Burmese and
foreigners as well.  I could not put my Kindle down until the book was finished.”

Mr. R. Llewellyn, “Not quite as I was expecting, but a good read. I had expected a pure history
book, which I guess in many ways this still is. The history is told through a narrative of travel
through Burma and the stories of people met on the way. Although there is a hint of
embellishment to the stories and sometimes it all feels a bit too convenient, they do stitch
together the factual part rather well and on the whole make for a completing and entertaining
(albeit in a tragic way) read. As a regular traveller to Myanmar it has broadened my
understanding of the country's recent history.”



A-Canadian-in-Singapore, “Lovely but heartbreaking. This book is really a series of life stories.
The wrap-around tale, Rory's quest for an old basket, is merely window-dressing. The real story
are the bitterly sad tales - an old woman dreaming of foreign train routes, an ex-prostitute
remembering her father's lost bicycle, a censor being wooed by a magazine editor.... It's a
beautifully written book, very readable but also forlorn, almost depressing. This is not the sort of
travel writing you read for inspiration before you go somewhere on holiday; rather, it's the sort of
writing you read after you've come back, when you're trying to gain a deeper understanding of
everything you've seen and experienced, and the people you've met.”

catsholiday, “Interesting read. This was a travel journey with a difference. The author and his wife
were travelling through Burma and we hear of their exploits but woven into that were the stories
based on read Burmese people to give the reader a sense of their lives and what they had
experienced.I read this while in Burma and enjoyed being reminded of places we had visited
and learning what had happened there years before which was often quite shocking.”

kenneth fisher, “Esoteric tale. The book weaves a fascinating series of linked stories which as a
whole describe the agony of the Burmese people over the last four + decades whilst showing
that their stoicism remains a national character as a means to survive,Anyone considering
travelling to Myanmar should first read this book, the description of the countries crumbling
infrastructure should make any would be travellers at the very least concerned.Overall first rate
travel / geo-political comment well worth a read”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 74 people have provided feedback.
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